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Silent Auction
800 Harley-Davidson Air Hockey Table
Get ready for fun and fast-paced action with the H-D Winged Skull Air Hockey Table!
High quality, construction features solid hardwood top rails and legs with hand
applied flame motif, hand set metal studs, and custom Bar and Shield medallions.
Includes two pucks and two pushers with H-D logos. This item will be delivered
anywhere in Southeastern Wisconsin on Saturday, May 21, 2016 by Two Men and A
Truck.
Value: $ 2,500 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

801 Gloria Painting by David Uhl
Artist David Uhl unveiled this wonderful addition to his Women of Harley art in 2012.
This classic, historic image celebrates the colorful past of Gloria Tramontin Struck,
an amazing woman, 86 years young, who started riding at the age of 16 and joined the
Motor Maids in 1946. She has logged over 500,000 miles through all 48 continental
states in the U.S. and was inducted into the Sturgis Hall of Fame in 2011. The
impressive painting comes with a certificate of authenticity.
Value: $ 1,895 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

802 Custom Painted Sportster Gas Tank
Authentic Harley-Davidson Sportster gas tank features a custom pink hard-candy
paint job. Display this beautiful piece of craftsmanship in your office or home and be
prepared to be the object of jealousy! The one-of-a-kind paint job is truly eye catching.
Value: $ 1,500 Donor(s): MasterMold LLC

803 Mat Hintz 75th Anniversary Sturgis Framed Print
Last year marked the 75th Anniversary of the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally. Take home this
piece by Harley-Davidson licensed artist Mat "Boo" Hintz commemorating the 3/4
century milestone. The framed art prominently features a beautiful eagle with
outstretched wings perched atop the H-D Bar and Shield logo with the Sturgis 75th
logo above.
Value: $ 1,500 Donor(s): Mat Hintz

804 Harley-Davidson Rings by Jostens
Enjoy a $1,200 gift certificate for two hand-crafted, customized and personalized H-D
rings by Jostens. Customize with your bike name, VIN and so much more. (Expires:
8/31/16).
Value: $ 1,200 Donor(s): Jostens

805 Milsco Custom Designed Seat
The sky is the limit for this customized motorcycle seat just for you! Chose from a wide
array of materials, threads, and decorative methods to create your own personalized
seat for your Harley-Davidson. Be sure to contact Milsco to create your custom seat
before 12/31/16.
Value: $ 1,200 Donor(s): Milsco Manufacturing Company

806 2016 Harley-Davidson Gas Tank Medallions
This beautiful framed collection features gas tank medallions straight from the HarleyDavidson Design Center. Set 1 of 1! Proudly display the five 2016 Harley-Davidson
Gas Tank medallions in your home or office.
Value: $ 850 Donor(s): Friend of MDA, Harley-Davidson Design Center

807 Harley-Davidson Gas Grill and Omaha Steaks
Whether feeding two or ten, you need a portable grill with plenty of room to shine. The
H-D Weber Q1200 Gas Grill is designed with a large capacity porcelain-enameled,
cast-iron cooking grate measuring a whopping 189 square inches. So go ahead, pack
it full of ribs, chicken, steaks, veggies, pizza...whatever your guests’ hunger requires.
The included portable cart allows for easy transport for all your grilling needs. And to
make this the perfect item for you to bid on, we are throwing in a $500 gift certificate
for Omaha Steaks.
Value: $ 850 Donor(s): KEI Premium Product Plating

808 On The City Dock, Annapolis - H-D print
A group of riders gather on the Annapolis City Dock to prepare for a ride. This
watercolor print shows the comradery shared by Harley-Davidson owners and
features a beautiful view. Print 637/1500, Framed and matted. Size 13 x 30"
Value: $ 750 Donor(s): Greg and Kay Panno

810 Harley-Davidson Men's Traditional Leather Biker Jacket
Keep it classic with this men's black leather Harley-Davidson jacket. The traditional
design with embroidered Bar and Shield logo on the back will never go out of style.
Heavy duty leather will keep you warm on cold evening rides. Size L
Value: $ 350 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

811 Willie G. Skull Deluxe Backpack and Men's Jacket
This black padded backpack made from five different poly and nylon materials has
plenty of room for all your belongings. Paired with a black lightweight nylon men's
jacket, perfect for spring, features an embroidered Willie G. signature skull on the
back. Size L.
Value: $ 310 Donor(s): The Leather Accessory Source, Harley-Davidson Motor Company

812 Blue Highway Motorcycle Lodge Two Night Stay
Stay in the Midwest's only motorcycle luxury cottage hotel with this gift certificate valid
for a two-night weekday or weekend stay (must be consecutive nights) at the Blue
Highway Motorcycle Lodge in Hillsboro, Wisconsin. Each cottage has a whirlpool tub,
king-size bed, plus your own fire pit and screened-in porch. Take a weekend ride on
some of the best touring roads in the Midwest to this unique venue. (Expires: 10/1/17).
Value: $ 350 Donor(s): Blue Highway Motorcycle Lodge LLC

813 Hog Dreams Framed Poster
Add a touch of nostalgia to your home with this vintage Holly Ellsworth poster. A little
boy plays with his H-D stuffed Rider Hog next to dad's bike. Signed, limited edition.
Size 29 x 41.5"
Value: $ 400 Donor(s): Holly Ellsworth

814 Harley-Davidson Passenger Footboard Covers
Add a touch of style to the profile of your bike. These Harley-Davidson Passenger
Footboard Covers are easy to install, include mounting hardware and are formed to
fit over the stock footboard pan. Included are 4 different sets so you can change your
bike's profile when you change your mood! Set designs are: Script, Willie G. Skull,
Road King Chrome, and Heritage Softail Chrome designs. Fits '06 or later Dyna, '86
or later FL Softail and '87 or later Touring and Trike models, equipped with
traditional D-shaped aluminum passenger footboards.
Value: $ 310 Donor(s): Vulcan Industries Corporation

815 Harley-Davidson Legendary Wooden Pendulum Clock
This Harley-Davidson Pendulum clock is truly legendary. The classic oak frame with
quartz movement is made by Bulova. Black etchings and classic Bar and Shield logo
complete the piece. Size 23 x 13."
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

816 Harley-Davidson Men's Brown Leather Jacket
If you're the kind that takes the road less traveled, this Harley-Davidson Men's Brown
Leather Jacket is for you. A unique dyeing process gives this motorcycle jacket a worn
and vintage look. The front features the Bar and Shield logo just over your heart with a
classic embroidered H-D eagle looking fierce on the back. Size L.
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

817 For the Harley-Davidson Collector
Display these Harley-Davidson models with your own collection: 1950's toy replica
acrobatic tin monkey, Pewter XLH Sportster 1200 replica, 1934 Ford Street Rod die
cast model replica, 1932 Four Panel Truck Dime Bank in die cast metal replica. The
included 3, 11 x 17" vintage tin signs will make a splash on your rec-room wall.
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

818 Femme Fatale Framed Poster
Widely celebrated artist, Scott Jacobs, has arrived into the mainstream of American
fine art culture from his roots as Harley-Davidson’s first officially licensed motorcycle
artist. This Femme Fatale print will look great in your home or office. Her purple and
black hair cascades across the featured Harley-Davidson gas tank. Number 405/1000
signed limited edition. Size 29.5 x 35."
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Scott Jacobs

819 Harley-Davidson for Your Home
Add some H-D Decor to your home with a Harley-Davidson 4 x 6" tabletop frame,
wall frame holding four 4 x 6" pictures, modern and elegant Bulova mantle clock, and
ceramic HOG piggy bank to save up for your first or next Harley-Davidson
motorcycle. Also included is a pair of coffee table books: 100 years of Harley and
Building of the H-D Museum.
Value: $ 280 Donor(s): Friend of MDA, Harley-Davidson Museum

820 Harley-Davidson Women's Shifter Leather Jacket
Be legendary! This women's leather biker Jacket encompasses the traditional biker
look. Soft, vintage leather has unique stitching detail while the large embossed Bar and
Shield logo on the back and front pocket detailing reinforce authentic rebel style. The
front and rear vents will keep you cool on those warm summer rides. Size M.
Value: $ 270 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

821 100 Great Years - Framed Poster
This framed poster entitled "100 Great Years" was created by artist Scott Jacobs as
part of the Harley-Davidson 100th Anniversary Collection. It features a line up of a
1905 Single, 1915 11-J, 1921 J, 1933 VLD, 1936 EL, 1981 XLH and a 2002 VRSCA VRod.
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Scott Jacobs

822 Harley-Davidson Eagle Metal Locker
The H-D Eagle Metal Locker is worthy of awe! Single-tier, one-wide locker with
heavy-duty, powder coated steel construction and tonal H-D Eagle graphic is tough,
secure, and sturdy. Convenient storage options include personal shelf for helmet,
glasses, or gloves, and four hooks for jackets or bags. Perfect for garage or entryway
- storing your riding gear has never been easier!
Value: $ 250 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

823 Harley-Davidson Men's Bulova watch and wallet
Harley-Davidson men's watch from Bulova. Black and silver textured dial with white
luminous hands and Arabic markers. Stainless steel case and black leather strap. The
perfect combination of classic and contemporary. Also included is a men's black
leather H-D wallet.
Value: $ 290 Donor(s): Bulova

824 Harley-Davidson Words Duffle Duo
Show off your Harley-Davidson pride even while traveling. This large duffle on
wheels, perfect for a weekend getaway, is designed with a fun black and white HarleyDavidson print. Also included is a smaller matching duffle in nylon twill with top zipper
closure and the interior zipper pocket. Includes a pullout helmet bag.
Value: $ 250 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

825 Frontier of Speed - Framed Poster
Harley-Davidson Licensed artist, Tom Fritz has taken his fascination of a movement
once cast aside and brought it forth to the mainstream to be reexamined and
recognized as a valuable element of the American tableau. This framed poster entitled Frontier of Speed showcases Fritz's style of impressionism featuring two men in their
workshop. Size 22.5 x 35.5"
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Tom Fritz

826 Harley-Davidson Women's Leather Vest and Chaps
Every Harley-riding woman should own a good pair of chaps. These orange and black
H-D leather chaps will fit perfectly over your jeans on your next long ride. Paired with
the matching Prestige vest with front zipper closure with the classic Harley-Davidson
Bar and Shield logo. You've never looked so good! Both Size M.
Value: $ 250 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

827 Harley-Davidson Cigar Lovers Package
Your best cigars deserve a storage place as classic and distinguished as your ride.
This Harley-Davidson humidor holds up to 100 smokes while maximizing the flavor
and longevity. Also included is a cigar case and cutter for when you are on the go.
Value: $ 240 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

828 Harley-Davidson Women's Bulova Watch and Wallet
Harley-Davidson women's watch from Bulova's Spoke Collection. Black spoke-pattern
dial with rose-gold accents, Swarovski elements, crystal bezel and markers, stainless
steel case in rose-gold finish and black satin strap with leather lining. Subtle detailing
that gives this sturdy watch a feminine edge. Sport it with the included gray H-D
leather women's wallet/clutch.
Value: $ 240 Donor(s): Bulova

829 Harley-Davidson 105th Anniversary Banner
You can celebrate 105 years of Harley-Davidson history by hanging this cloth 105th
banner in your home or office. This black and orange banner proudly shows off the
105th Anniversary logo.
Priceless Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

830 Harley-Davidson Bar and Shield Collection
For those who can't get enough of the classic Harley-Davidson Bar and Shield
emblem, enjoy a set of 4 Bar and Shield pint glasses and 4 wine glasses. Also included
are wine glass coozies, coasters and a limited edition picture depicting the genesis of
the Bar and Shield logo, complete with certificate of authenticity. Size 17.5 x 20."
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

831 Harley-Davidson Women's Cruiser Denim Jacket
Denim is a staple fabric for a Harley-Davidson rider. Keep warm on the cool summer
rides with this women's lightweight denim jacket decorated with Harley-Davidson
emblems. Straight zip closure and moto-collar. Size L.
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

832 Explore Green Bay on your Harley-Davidson
Head up to Green Bay for a great ride through the Wisconsin countryside. Once there,
pop into Vandervest Harley-Davidson to pick up some H-D merch with $200 in gift
certificates. (Expires 12/31/2016)
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Vandervest Harley-Davidson, Bill and Deb Weis

833 Blinged Harley-Davidson Purse and Accessory Set
A classic black leather hobo purse with just a little bit of flair. Two zip tops, full-grain
tumbled leather with embossed H-D flame. Interior pocket holds a smart phone and
has a zippered compartment for all your other goodies. Hang the Swarovski crystal
guardian bell keychain on the purse, sport the blinged purple bandana and purple
crystal cuff and you are ready to rock!
Value: $ 250 Donor(s): The Leather Accessory Source, Topline Studio

834 Men's Harley-Davidson Merch Gift Basket
Outfit yourself head to toe with Harley-Davidson gear. This gift basket from Global
Products International includes a H-D Neoprene bottle coozie, a knitted skull can flat,
a clear jumbo tall Harley rider shot glass, two custom H-D ballcaps, a Ride Free
headwrap, H-D decals, a Let Freedom Rumble bandana and other sweet H-D merch.
Value: $ 168 Donor(s): Global Products International, Inc.

835 Harley-Davidson Men's Duo
The Athalon Hop-Along nylon carry-all is perfect for a weekend getaway or long ride.
The lightweight bag won't weigh you down and the hideaway rain jacket and Stinger
lightweight men's leather gloves will protect you from inclement weather on the road.
Gloves size XL.
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

836 International Harley-Davidson T-Shirt Package
Even if you haven't been all over the world, you can pretend and show off with this set
of T-Shirts from International Harley-Davidson dealerships. Includes: Womens New
Delhi (S), Honolulu (L), and Jamaica (M). Plus Men's Jamaica (M), Brazil (M), and
Austria (M).
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

837 Harley-Davidson Skull Stein Set
These wickedly impressive H-D Skull Steins are ready to ride into the night! Custom
sculpted ceramic steins with H-D logos stamped into the sides of the skull stand guard
to 24 oz. of your favorite beverage in homage to the most dedicated of bikers. Custom
lid with pewter Bar and Shield thumb lift accents the unique bandana handle grip.
Keeping in line with the theme, we've thrown in a bottle of Crystal Skull Vodka.
Value: $ 130 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company, Friend of MDA

838 Harley-Davidson Orange Winged Purse and Wallet Set
Take a walk on the wild side with this black Harley-Davidson purse and wallet with
blaze orange detailing. Trifold wallet in full-grain leather has orange undertones that
come through the buffed logo. Toss it in the matching purse or carry alone. We've
paired it with a custom Ghost Baroque embroidered cashmere scarf.
Value: $ 185 Donor(s): The Leather Accessory Source, Topline Studio

839 Women's Harley-Davidson Merch Gift Basket
Show off your Harley-Davidson pride with this gift basket stuffed with H-D branded
merchandise. Included are: a His and Hers set of bottle openers, a Graceful H-D
bottle coozie, a Let Freedom Rumble can coozie, a studded skull women's ballcap, an
Inkblock bandana, H-D printed srunchie headband, a red multifunctional H-D wrap, a
rhinestone studded Bar and Shield decal, and even more H-D merch.
Value: $ 151 Donor(s): Global Products International, Inc.

840 Handmade Denim Purse and Clutch
This hobo style purse is made from recycled Harley-Davidson denim. Silver rings and
brown leather tassels provide detailing you'll love. Paired with the matching clutch
featuring flower appliques and classic H-D buttons - it's the perfect unique accessory
set for a casual night on the town!
Value: $ 125 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

841 2016 Women's Harley-Davidson Leather Jacket
You'll be the best dressed woman at bike night with this Women's H-D black Leather
Jacket. Featuring lace detailing on the sleeves, tarnished silver grommets lining the
front zipper and a moto-collar. The zipper vents allow you to wear this jacket even on
warmer rides. Size Large
Value: $ 350 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

842 Authentic Brick from Harley-Davidson Headquarters
An original brick plucked straight from the entrance of the Harley-Davidson Motor
Company's Headquarters at the Juneau Ave. facility, complete with certificate of
authenticity signed by CEO Matt Levatich. A truly unique and priceless collectible!
Priceless Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

843 Willie G Skull Bar Package
Outfit your bar with the edgy Willie G. Skull glass pitcher. Mix up some delish drinks
with the included 2 bottles of Crystal Head Vodka.
Value: $ 105 Donor(s): Friend of MDA

844 Harley-Davidson Oil Can Bucket Stools
This pair of H-D Oil Can Bucket Stools are an instant classic! Steel barrel
construction matches perfectly with the Oil Can graphic and removable padded seats
offer bonus storage capacity. Great for your rec-room, garage or patio, they provide
extra seating without taking up extra space when not being used.
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

845 Harley-Davidson For Your Entryway
Welcome riders and guests with Harley style. H-D entry mat features a nostalgic Bar
and Shield logo molded into a heavy-duty rubber entry mat. The high-performance,
shock-absorbing tread removes moisture and dirt from shoes, keeping the elements
outside. The H-D biker key rack cabinet will keep things organized for you. And your
guests will enjoy The Great Book of Harley Davidson, The Complete HarleyDavidson: A Model-By-Model History, Classic Harley-Davidson, and 100 Years of
Harley-Davidson Advertising coffee table books while visiting.
Value: $ 135 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company, David and Kay Rolston

846 Harley-Davidson Winged Skull Mirror
Decorate your favorite room with a H-D Winged Skull Mirror. The substantial, black
polystyrene frame adds even more attitude. Size 34 x 17."
Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

847 Harley-Davidson Party Snack Set
Every beverage tastes better in a H-D Pre-Luxe Glass Jar! Set includes 4, 20 oz.
covered mugs featuring the retro parts and oil graphic and 12 nostalgic Bar and
Shield stir sticks. We've even included a jar of H-D Road House Ole Smoky
Moonshine to get the party started! The H-D Oil Can Cutting Board Cheese Set
features a split-level design, the tempered glass cutting surface swings open to reveal
cheese tool storage in the wood base and includes set of 3 stainless steel tools. The HD Oil Can Snack Plate Set adds a splash to any spread and includes 4 plates featuring
different oil can graphics. Lastly the Roadhouse exclusive graphic is transformed into
the included unique H-D Motor Ale Wall Mount Bottle Opener.
Value: $ 140 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company, LuAnn and Gene Mueller

848 Harley-Davidson Marquee Pub Sign
Brighten up your rec room or garage with the H-D Marquee Pub Sign. Beefy, doublesided sign features distressed steel construction with hand painted finish.
Complementary H-D graphics accented with LED marquee bulbs will definitely get
noticed! Wall mount and indoor use only. Battery operated. Requires two AA batteries.
Value: $ 120 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

849 2016 Men's Harley-Davidson Leather Jacket
Genuine rider gear for any Harley-Davidson rider! Men's black leather jacket that will
stand up to the elements while you are enjoying the open road. Featuring quilted
patterns on the shoulders, a straight zipper front and understated H-D graphics
across the chest. Size L.
Value: $ 400 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

850 Harley-Davidson Vintage 1903 Party Set
This Vintage 1903 H-D Party Set is perfect for your next gathering. The Enamel
Pitcher Pint Glass Set is the perfect way to serve your favorite beverage. Durable steel
2-Liter Pitcher with baked enamel coating features Roadhouse exclusive H-D 1903
graphic with four frosted H-D 1903 Pint Glasses. The H-D 1903 Enamel Caddy is a
great way to keep it all together. Four compartments make storing and transporting
flatware, napkins, plates, and condiments easy. Attached bottle opener adds extra
functionality. And the H-D 1903 Enamel Snack Bowl Set to serve up your snacks in
style. Set includes large 5 qt. serving bowl and 4, 24 oz. snack bowls that are perfect
for popcorn or chips.
Value: $ 110 Donor(s): Harley-Davidson Motor Company

851 J.W. Speaker Daymaker Reflector 7" Headlamp And 4" Projector Auxiliary
Lamps
Genuine Harley-Davidson parts! Daymaker Reflector LED Lamps produce a brightwhite beam for superior night-time performance in a traditionally styled headlamp
housed in sealed shock and vibration-resistance lamp assemblies that mount into other
existing light housing. Fits '12-later FLD, '92-'13 Touring (except Road Glide) and
'09-'13 Trike models. Also fits '94-later Softail models equipped with Freight Train
Headlamp Nacelle Kit. '06-'10 FLHTCUSE models require separate purchase of
Wiring Harness P/N 71628-04. Fog lamps fit models with 4” round auxiliary forward
lighting.
Value: $ 785 Donor(s): J.W. Speaker Corporation

852 Photo shoot with your Harley-Davidson
Show off the pride you have in your own Harley-Davidson Motorcycle with this
photography package from AB Designs. Included is a 2-3 Hour session for you and
your ride complete with the rights to the stunning altered digital photo files. Take a
peek at some of their work at the display. Photographer able to travel within 1-hour of
Milwaukee for photoshoot.
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): AB Designs

853 Harley-Davidson 2016 Model Weekend Rentals
We know you love your bike, but this is your chance to check out a new model.
Included are 2 certificates each for a weekend rental of a 2016 model Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle from House of Harley in Milwaukee. The 2016 line-up features some
powerful new motorcycles and updates to existing models. They`re beautiful! They`re
sleeker looking, a smoother ride and quieter.
Value: $ 1,000 Donor(s): House of Harley-Davidson

